
Careers for Modern  
Languages graduates

With a Modern Languages degree from  
the University of Exeter, you’ll be able to:

• read, speak, write and understand one or more foreign languages
• adapt quickly to new cultures and demonstrate considerable cultural awareness
• analyse and critically examine diverse forms of verbal and text-based   
 communication
• gather, sift, interpret and organise substantial quantities of diverse information in  
 structured ways
• exercise independent thought and judgement in handling information and  
 arguments in a critical and self-reflective manner
• work with others through the presentation of ideas and information and the  
 collective negotiation of solutions
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A degree in Modern Languages will also 
equip you with skills that will allow you to 
move into other areas of employment.

Here is a snapshot of the jobs, employers, 
and further study programmes that our 
recent Modern Languages students have 
progressed to soon after graduation.

Occupations
– French Language Teacher
– German Content Expert
– Ambassador’s Secretary
– Magazine Editor
– Trainee Chartered Accountant
– European Funding Officer
– Translator/Editor
– Production Assistant
– Senior  Library Assistant
– Media Analyst
– In-house Technical Translator 
– Digital Marketing Assistant
– Communications Officer
– Change Enablement Analyst
– Trilingual Fraud Specialist

Skills, expertise and knowledge gained via a Modern Languages degree are important if you 
want to pursue a career in translation, interpreting, and language teaching. Employers are 
always keen on graduates with experience of other cultures gleaned through studying abroad.

Where can your degree take you?

Employers
– Amazon
– BBC
– Civil Service
– Deloitte
– Guardian News and Media
– Metropolitan Police
– American Express
– Fiat Group Automobile
– Embassy of Chile
– Warner Music Ltd
– Lego
– Microsoft
– British Gas
– Conde Nast Publications

Further study
– PhD In German Studies
– Graduate Diploma in Law
– MA Fashion Management
– MA Russian Literature
– MA Translation
– PGCE Secondary French
– MA Modern and Medieval Languages
– MA Marketing Management
– MA Linguistics
– MA International Relations
– CIPD Diploma Human Resources
– MSc International Management


